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SMMM 

In thia paper,  the expansion of « ateel atrip »ill in euoceeeive 
•tage* ii deaeri had. 

a« the faciliti »a for « ateel «trip «ill plant require a very 
large oanltal inventaient, it is very importar* that thought should 
** given in the planning etage to tha preparation of a layout that 
»ill parait inoreswatal expansion to take account of future Market 

Several Mtkod* for the incremental expansion of cold and hot 
•trip ailla have tetta a tuoi ed.     ilia prinoipal featurea of eaoh 
•ethod have baem described. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When planning a new rolling mill,  the most 
important point to consider is to obtain the required 
production at the lowest capital investment.    Especially, 
great care is required in the planning of strip rolling 
mill plant having a large capacity,   due to the fact    that 
différences in design and layout result in differences in 
investment. 

On the other hand,  production demand is very 
fluid,    and so        how to interpret future prediction is s 
great problem for the planner.    This has    led to consider- 
ation of stage-wise expansion; keeping initial capital in- 
vestment to a minimum and expanding to neat future increase 
in demand. 

This paper is concerned with the incremental 
expansion of a small-sea te hot and cold strip mill plant 
from the stand-point of mill arrangement, product eise, 
aad production capacity. 



HOT   STRIP    MILL 

Generally  »peaking,   a hot strip mill hai a large, 
production capacity,   1 million to 4  million ton»/year, 
requiring a  Urge plant«     Depending upon the layout,   there 
are the following  thrt-e  types oí planta:    Steckel,   Serni- 
continuous and Fully continuous. 

Tons/Year PIW Max, 

Hot Stecke I Mill                 300,000  - 500,000 400 

Semi-continuous Mill    1,000,000 - 1,500,000 1,000 

Fully continuous Mill    2,000,000-4,500,000 2,000 

The hot «teckel plant is suitable for small production; 
however,  due to the poor quality of products it ha a not been 
recently used for  the production of mild steel,  therefore it 
will not he considered in this paper. 

When planning a hot strip mill,  the following points must 
be considered: 

U Required finished gauge range, 

2, Product      mix« 

3« Production capacity, 

4. Product quality,   especially  with respect to rolling 
temperatures of the strip, 

5. Slab eise { thickness x width x length) or PIW, 

6. Site    or weight of coil to be handled. 

?, Reheating furnace and mill arrangement. 

I. Mill stand spacing and coller  locations. 
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9. Bar thicknesses at entry of finishing  stand, 

10, Mill speed,   driving motor  capacity, and motor RPM, 

Regarding determination of the mill layout required to 
produce the required typee and quantities of products,  controlling 
factor« such as rolling temperature and coiling temperature muet 
also b« considered,     As an example,   even in the case of small 
production, due to rolling temperature conditions it is not possible 
to reduce the mill speed,   threrfore it is difficult to construct a 
hot »trip mill of small capacity. 

A summary of existing hot strip mills is as follows! 

Semi« Fully 
continuous  continuous 

type 

No,  of roughing stands 

Wo, of fiolshing stands 

No,  of down-coiter e 

PIW (Max,) 

Coil weight (Max,} 

Bar thickness at entry of 
finishing stand 

type 

U2 

4-6 

2-3 

1,000 

27 tons 

4-6 

6-8 

3-S 

2,000 

45 tons 

19-25 mm    22-45 mm 

The simplest hot strip mill layout consist» of one 
roughing stand and four (4) finishing stands with two<2) down- 
collera»    Compared with the foregoing,  a fully continuous mill 
plant produces twice as much and the slab PIW is also doubled. 
However, production   is increased not  merely   by increasing the 
number of stands but a lap by increasing slab  PIW}   in other 
words coil weight,  proportionate to the   Increase in the number 
of stands, and neceeeary   consideration to temperature conditions 
during rolling. 
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The hot  atrip mill   plant consiBts  of the following 
thre<?{3) main components. 

U      Reheating furnace and it» auxiliary equipment. 

2. Roughing mill equipment. 

3. Finishing mill train and  coiler equipment. 

These components usually have differing production 
capacities}  however,   they have common factors such as 
material to be rolled,   slab weight,   thickness«   length,   products, 
and rolling temperature.   It is therefore necessary to consider 
balance of above factors in   contemplating an overall incremental 
expansion plan. 

Needless to say,  the number of passes in roughing and 
finishing rolling is determined by the ratio of entry and delivery 
thicknesses.     In general,  five(5) - slx(6) roughing passes and 
four{4)  - t»even{7) finishing passes are considered as reasonable. 

The following is the relationship between elongation and 
the number of stands: 

No,   of 
finishing 
stands 

Max 
elongation 

Max 
reduction   % 

4 12 9U7 

5 16 93.8 

6 27 9S.9 

7 32 96.9 



To  increase  production  there  ha«  been  a  yearly   increase 
in PIW (slab weight prr inch width, wiiiehcfetermines   rt latiun between 
slab thickness and length ).     In Japan a  plant using  a  maximum 
slab oí 2,000 PIW  has  be.cn constructed.     Rolling  speed  on 
finishing train has also increased to dlminibh the  thermal rundown 
oí large slab.      Figure-I shows  the yearly  increase  ¡n  slab PIW 
and maximum rolling  speed of finishing train in Japan. 

As a  method of accomplishing incremental expansion of a 
hot strip mill,   considering above factors,   the following can be 
offered: 

A. Install additional roughing stands. 

1, Install additional finishing stand«. 

C. Speed up the finishing train, 

D, Increase slab weight (PIW). 

£, Install closed coilers. 

F,       Shorten maintenance time. 

ID addition to the above,   raising ef furnace yield and 
slab yard expansion are important factors but this paper will 
be limited to consideration of the rotting mill. 

A, Install Additional Roughing Train. 

As the arrangement of roughing mill train,   three quarter 
type which is intermediate to the semi •continuous type and 
fully continuous type mentioned previously,   can be con- 
sidered, / 

Table  1 shows  several representative types of roughing 
train layouts that have been studied and typical production 
level of each.     As  shown by this table the increate in 
number of stands and the decrease in number of reverse 
or back passes raise    production considerably.     However, 
reverse or back passes conducted while the  slab is thick 
and short,   does not materially reduce production. 
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Excluding   the »i-mi -cunUnut us tvp«   leyou!.,   in general, 
the  production  level  ia the rou^hiup.  tr«in i»  seldom 
lower  than   that of the" finishinf,  tram.      Therefore,   if 
comparison i a r> vie pure ly from  the   stand*point  oí output, 
increase in number  uf roughing  stands is not so  effective. 
However,   on the other h*nd,   it muit be noted that the 
neceobity arise» to limit  the number  of reverse or back 
pasees for   reasons stated below.     That is,   the increase 
in elab thickness resulting from the  use of large   slab leads 
to Increase in draft,  increase in rolling power,   and create« 
the biting angle problem on roughing stands,   necessitating 
an increase in number cf roughing stands,     Furthermore, 
on the reverse or back pass rolling,   it is necessary to 
change roll gap setting in a short time, and when large 
slab is rolled on reverse  or back pass stand,   the roll gap 
setting is required more   strictly to avoid the slab to be 
cambered.     This strict gap setting ia very difficult in 
practice.     Therefore,  in »talla ti on adding more roughing 
stand is relative to increase in slab PIW, and necessitates 
to consider the each stand spacing at same time. 

Figure 2 is an example of a plan which was originally 
semi-continuous planned for future expansion to fully con- 
tinuous mill having 5 roughing stands,     In this example 
file initial plan is    to handle 1,000 PIW 27 ton maximum 
slab to be increased in the future to I, 300 PIW 45 ton slab. 
Moreover,   additional installation F-7  stand is contemplated. 
If capital cost of plant to include future arrangement (except 
the cost of furnace section) is considered to be 100%,   initial 
construction expense can be considered to be 6S% and planned 
production capacity in initial stage is  1,250, 000 ton/year  and 
3, éOO« 000 ton/year in future. 

Install Additional F ini «hing Stands, 

Two reasons can be given for insta llit;g of additional 
finishing standst 

U       Increase in slab PIW. 

2.      Production of thin finished strip. 
( widen range of finished gauge ) 
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sine«  increase in PIW naturally  leads tu increate in 
bar thickneaa,   in order to attain the same finì shed 
gauge,   increase in the number  of finish passes is un- 
avoidable.     Therefore,   in this  case,   the product! an 
capacity that can be expected will be proportional to 
the increase in PIW,     However,   it will be necessary 
to increase the capacity of flying  crop shear also. 

Moreover,   the increase in the number of finishing stands 
make« possible production of thinner strip without de- 
creasing the bar  thickness.     Additionally, in comparison 
to obtaining thin strips by reducing entry bar gauge, 
installation of additional finishing stands means a propor- 
tional Increase in speed and yield of thin material. 

When considering a plant having four<4) finishing stands 
originally, from the standpoint of not reducing output 
greatly compared with final installation,  F-2 to F-5 are 
initially totalled and F-l stand is added in future,  and 
there ars many instances in which F »6 stand has been 
added in same stage. 

Figure-3 shows the relation ship between bar thickness 
and production figures of 4,5,6 and 7 stands finisher to 
produce strip of same thickness.     The production shown 
in this figure   was    based on the following provisos! 

1. Relationship between speed and PIW is as indicated 
in Flgurs-8   regarding strip temperature difference 
from top   to tail to be small at delivery side of 
finishing mill. 

2. Relationship between bar thickness and slab PIW is 
as indicated in this figure. 

Speed Up The Finishing Train, 

As stated in the portion of this report concerning roughing 
stands«   in a three-quarter or fully continuous type of 
roughing train,   production of roughing train exceeds that 
of the finishing train, 

In such instances  raising the apeed on the finishing train 
is a very effective method of raising production levels. 
Table 2 U an example of such a  system in Japan. 
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INITIAL FUTURE 
          H — —   - —       ••     — 

R-l 4500kw AC  450  rpm 4500kw AC 450 rpm 

R-2 7500kw AC 450  rpm 7500kw AC  450 rpm 

Driving R-3 900Okw AC 450  rpm 9000kw AC 450 rpm 

Power R-4 - 9000kw DC  138/230 rpm 

R-5 9000kw AC 450 rpm 9000kw AC  450 rpm 

r-i 7500kw DC  115/300 rpm UZ50kw DC 115/300  rpm 

r-2 TSOOkw DC 150/390 rpm U250kw DC 150/390 rpm 

r-3 7500kw DC 150/390 rpm lU50kw DC 150/390 rpm 

r-4 7500kw DC  U5/300 rpm U250kw DC  115/300 rpm 

r-s 5600kw DC 150/390 rpm 8400kw DC 150/390 rpm 

F-6 5600kw DC 175/460 rpm 8400kw DC 175/460 rpm 

r-7 - 8400kw DC  200/530 rpm 

SLAB PIW 12O0 PIW 1600 PIW 

rWttHWG SPEED 1270 mpm @ F-6 1450 mpm @ F-7 

ANUAL PRODUCTION 3,000,000 ton« 4* 500, 000 tons 

lb thii cate,   íour(4)  roughing  stands and eix(6) finishing 
•lands were provided initially    And delivery  speed at 
F-6 stand is up to  I, 270 mpm.     Furthermore,   total 
operating power of the finishing  train is 75% of the final 
plan.     In the future  configuration one(l) roughing stand and 
one<l) finishing  stand will be added,   and the  power will be 
increased to achieve high.speed rolling  to obtain the  eame 
thickness of finishing  gauge. 
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Needless to sayj   (he: speed-up ui" the finishing train will 
require a speed-up oí the runout tabU: ani coiler. 
Therefore „hey must br considered in initial planning 
Finishing train speed-up must, also be considered when 
increasing the alab weight.    In the foregoing example 
also,the plan tu inervase tht initial 1¿Ü0 PIW «lab to 
1600 PIW »lab hag been included.    A« indicatec. in 
figure 4,an increase in PIW mean* <m increabe in strip 
length of material of same thickness.   In other words,it 
means that if strip» of dlifrr:ng PIW are rolled at the 
same speed,   rolling time w it differ and it wiil be difficult 
to keep the finishing temperature in constant range 
( temperature at delivery side of last finishing stand } 
from top to tail of the strip. 

Generally,  to control the finishing temperature within an 
established range zoom rolling (control of the acceleration 
of the finish train to keep finishing temperature within 
range ) is utilised. 

Figure 5 ehowes calculated thermal rundown of materials 
for 3 cases» In these cases, roughing «und »pacings and 
delay table length are decided in compliance with the slab 
PIW under consideration on executing the calculation, 

Figure 6 ahows the Booming pattern which the temperatures 
in Figure 5 are based on.    The abscissa indicates the 
length from atrip tosend to the point of attention and the 
ordinate indicates the corresponding finishing speed. 

As indicated in Figure 6,  temperature difference from top 
to tail e^d> of finishing gauge caused by increate in slab PIW 
can be decreased by increasing the speed at the starting 
point of sooming acce ligation and final rolling speed on 
finishing train.   On the other hand« as can be seen from 
the figure« if the speed exceeds a certain limiting figure 
conversely the finishing temperature will rise excessively, 
therefore, recently atrip coolants have been installed 
between high spfeed rolling mill stands.   However, it is 
pointed o\it that,even if this method is used above a certain 
•peed« control of temperature.cannot be achieved by strip 
coolants. 
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p. Inciense  Slab   Weight (PIW) 

As   stated  previously, an  increate   in  PIW   result»  in an 
increase  in  Actual   rolling  time   and  create.«   the  necessity 
of  speeding  tip  the finibhing   train  resulting  in a  great 
increase  m production.       Figure   6  indita It s   the   change 
in  production  of  rougher  and finisher  due  io  change   in PIW. 
However,   PIW   increase  dota  not merely  mi-an  increase  in 
driving  power,   but   also  affects;   the  mechanical  strength  of 
the  table   roller  and down  coiler,   therefore  it  is  economical 
to consider  the maximum  PIW   to be  handled  in the future 
in making  the   initial facilities  plan. 

Figure  7  show« a   semi-continuous  roughing  train production 
Level for slab« up to 2,000 PIW,   however,   in a  semi- 
continuous roughing  train,   due  to thermal rundown,   slab 
PIW  is  restricted to less than 1,000. 

E. Install Closed Coilers. 

In  rolling thin strips  less than 2. 3 mm thick,    the length 
oí the cooling »one on the hot run table,   which controls 
the coiling temperature,   can be  short,   and consideration 
can be given to install down coilers immediately alter 
thortly cooling ione to be exclusively used for  thin material. 
This m e tli od offers the following merits: 

L.      Threading time is  short,   resulting in rise  in production. 

2. Because of the distance from the finishing stand to the 
winding of the strip top onto the down-coiler is short, 
off-gauge becomes short. 

U only the standard coiler is installed,  in an existing example, 
the distance between the last finishing stand and the No. I 
coiler is about 126,000 mm.     In an example having a standard 
coller and a closed coiler,   the   distance between the last 
finishing stand and the No. I closed coiler is about 61,000 mm 
and the distance to the first standard coiler  is about 
181, 000 mm.     In these examples, the maximum  slab PIW  is 
1,300 and the maximum finishing  speed is 1,500 mpm. 
If threading  speed  is  600 mpm, the  time  required for  the  top 
end oí the  strip to go from the final  stand to the acceleration 
point on the coiler is approximately 13  seconds for the standard 
coiler and 6 seconds for  the closed coiler.      Therefore it is 
possible  to conduct high  speed  rolling for  7  seconds   more, 
resulting  in an increase  of approximately  69  meter strip in 
on-gauge production. 
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F. Shorten Maintenance Time. 

Two  remarkable  idea»  recently developed are: 

U      Quick change  of work roll. 

2.     Quick change  of shear knife. 

In a  hot atrip mill,   the  rolls requiring a high frequency 
of replacement are the work  rolla in the finishing train? 
approximately 120-125 times per month.     In comparison, 
20-30 changea per month are required on the roughing 
train,   thereby not presenting much of a problem. 
Therefore,   to raise production by reducing th« time 
required to change rolla,   the finishing train is most 
promising.     Of course, quick change of rolls does not 
merely mean a rise in production but also reduces the 
number of personnel required and raises the safety   standard. 
For this reason quick change of rolls have been frequently 
adopted in rougher trains. 

Use of porter bars in changing rolls requires approximately 
30 minutes«     As  this operation can be accomplished in 5 
minutes by using the quick-change device,   this decrease in 
change time means an increase in operation time of 50-60 
hours per month resulting in a 10-12% increase in annual 
production,   assuming an annual operating time of 5,000 hours. 

Figure 9 shows the layout of a turn-table type quick roll- 
changing device.     As in the work-roll changing,   a  relatively 
high percentage of down-time is required to change the knife 
blades in the flying crop shear.     Changing a straight blade 
requires about 5  hours}   moreover,  if one considers that 
fact that a change of blades is required for each 80,000 to 
120,000 tons roiled,   a quick-changing systems which permits 
adjustment of the blades off the line has great merit. 
In the quick change method illustrated in figures 10 and U, 
change can be accomplished in 20 minutes,   meaning that 
on a  line producing 200,000 - 300,000 tons per month, 
operating time is increased by 14 hours approximately, 
and that yearly production can be increased by 3%. 
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COLD STRIP MIL.U 

The general cold  atrip mill layout is as follow«: 

U      Single   stand  reversing cold mill. 

2,     3-6  stand tandem cold mill 

At factor»  that determine capacity there are the followingat 

U     Production mix, 

2, Initial material thickaeaa 

3, Weight of coil to be handled. 

4, Mill speed. 

5, Production quality. 

The number of standi in a tandem cold mill ia 
determined,   naturally,   by the initial itrlp thickness and 
finiahed atrip thickness ratio,  or elongation ratio.     In 
general,  the relation between the number oí stände and 
elongation ratio is as indicated in the following tablet 

No,   of Stands Elongation Reduction {%) 

3 1.5  - 5.0 33 - 80 

4 U7 - 7.5 41   - 87 

5 2,0 - mo 50 - 91 

6 2,5  - 18.0 60 - 95 
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Since  there     is  -i   limit   to  the   tota!   reduction  possible 
in a   tandem  cold  milt,   the  cniry   strip   thcknes,!-,  biing determined 
by  the   desired product thi.knes;.   fkx.hle  relima   ,uch as»  m a 
single,   stand  revente   cold  in ill   cannot   be .ichi>.*\.;d.       On  the  other 
hand, there  it»  a  limit  to th?  thminsi of tht   «trip  that  .an  be  rolled 
in a  hot  strip mill.      Theoretically  tt   is  passible  to  produce d   I   mm 
thick  hot  coil;   however   th >   hot   strip  mill production  will   be greatly 
decreased,   and  there, are  many   problems regarding   the  shape of   the 
products,   and it id  not  suitable   aa a  cold-rolling  material. 
Therefore,as a  cold-rolling  material  2. 0-2. 3mm thick hot cuits  are 
most frequently used. 

0. 8 mm thick gauge  can  In   rolled from  2. 3mm thickness 
hot coil on a   3-stand  tandem cold mill;    however,   5-6 stands are 
required to roll strips less than 0.23  mm thick from the  same 
thickness hot coil.      The  problem   in  in how to  roll a   limited amount 
of tin-gauge materia). 

The most commonly adopted method is the  sing le • stand 
reversing mill.     However, in comparison with the tandem cold mill 
the products rolled by a  reverse  cold mill are of lower quality, 
and the yield is poor.     The'reason that the quality  is low is that 
on each pass rolls having  the »ame crown are used while in a 
tandem  cold mill the  crown is  changed at each stand}   moreover, 
because  of the crown on the strip,   as  the build-up  on the  coil 
increase there will be a diameter difference at the  center and the 
edges, which will cause a difference in tension at the tenter and 
the edges»     Avoiding  this worse   cause,   there are an idea  to reduce 
the number of passes or  number  of stands and to be  taken heavy 
reduction on each pass,   however,   from the practical  standpoint 
it Is difficult to roll good quality   strips. 

As a method  of accomplishing  incremental expansion of a 
cold «trip mill th« following have been  frequently adopted! 

A, festa 11 additional stands. 

B, Increase the speed  of the  mill,   that is,   raise the 
main motor power. 

C, Install  roll quick-changing devices, 

D, Raise weight of toil. 

E, Convert  to fully continuous  null. 
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A. Install Additional Stand». 

Ir.crea.ing the  number  oí «tand* in a TCM i.  «imple  if 
fanned  in advanc,.     To convert a  three-stand  mill to four 
¡uS.  or  to convert a four-stand mill  lo >  stand,  can be 
considered a«  method, to raise production and expand the 
range  of the  size of the  product«.      Converting 5-.tend 
tandem  cold mill to 6-.tand tandem cold mill is very 
effective  in rai.ing tin-plate  production  capacity. 
The quality al.o improve..     The most difficult expansion i« 
the  .hxgle-.tand reverse cold mill.     To  converta  single- 
•Und reverse  mill to a 2-stand  reverse  cold null has been 
previously consideredjhowever.it ha. not been carried out 
for the following reason.: 

U        Electrical control is difficult, 

Z,       Yield is poor      (Reverse pass is not possible) 

Therefore,  it can be stated that the most difficult problem 
in a plant that has been producing tin-gauge material in a 
•ingle reverse mill    is how to increase production capacity. 
An answer to this problem ha. not been found. 

To obtain a small amount of tin-gauge material having better 
quality than that produced by a .ingle-stand reverse mill,   • 
5-stand tandem cold mill at half rolling speed can be used. 
A recent successful method i. two passe, in a 3-.tend 
tandem cold mill 

Figure 12 glvee production figures for an example of this 
type of layout. The values have been calculated on the 
following bates: 

3-Stand TCM 5-Stand TCM 

Total Power 17,300 kw 29,200 kw 

Max.   Speed (last stand)        1,130 mpm 1,524 mpm 

Coil Weight 20 tons 20 tons 
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Production mix contain«  20% that require  two passes. 
Figure  13 are for a  production mix,   under th«  same 
conditions,   not  requiring  second pa «sea.      The  content* 
oí each production mix are shown on Table 3 and Tabi* 4. 
In thia type of planning the initial capital investment for a 
3-stand mill is 60% oí a 5-stand mill.     However,   »f a 
2-stand increment is made in the future,   the total cost 
will be 5-10% higher  than the coat of a mill having 5   stands 
from the outset.     Approximately one month will be required 
to make the additional installation. 

Table, 3 - Product mix A 

Material Thickness Initial Percentage 

width gauge thickness 
gauge 

of total 

MM . MM AAAA           f 
1510. 2.03 3.8 LO 

1150. 183 3.8 .1 
1550. I. 62 3.5 2.8 

1550, 1.42 3.0 .1 
1550. U22 3.0 3.8 
1550. U 02 3.0 .3 
1550. .91 2.5 4. t 
1550, .78 2.5 5.0 
1550. ..¡71 2.5 3.6 
1550. .61 2.5 .2 
1550. .56 2.5 10 

1550. .51 2.0 .1 
1550. .46 2.0 16 
1020. 2.03 3.8 3.8 
1020. I. 83 3.8 .3 
1020, U62 3.5 9.1 
1020. 1.42 3.0 .2 
1020. 122 3.0 U.8 
1020. 1.02 3.0 .2 
1028, .91 2,5 U.8 
1020. .78 2,5 U6 
1010. .71 2.5 8.6 
1020, .61 2.5 .1 
1020. .56 2.5 3.8 
1020. .51 2.0 .2 
1020, .46 2.0 4.6 
870. .29 2.0 5.0 
870. .26 2.0 5.0 
870. .23 2.0 5.0 
870. .22 2.0 5,0 

100.0 Total 
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Material Thickness Initial Percentage 
width gauge thickness 

gauge 
of total 

MM MM MM % 

1550. 2.03 5.8 1,43 
1550. U 83 i. 8 .2 
1550. 1.62    ». 3.5 3.5 
1550. .   1.42 3. 0 .1 
1550. 1.22 3.0 4. 8 
1550. 1.03 3.0 ..4 
1550. .91 2.5 5. 3 
1550. .78 2.5 6.3 
1550. .71 2.5 4.5 
1550. .61 2.5 .2 
1550. .56 2.5 1.3 
1550« .51 2.0 .1 
1550» .46 2.0 2.0 
1920. 4 03 3.8 4.8 
1020. UM 3.8 .4 
1020. U 62 3.5 11.5 
1020. 1.42 3.0 .2 
1020. L. 22 3.0 ,. 14. 7         S 
1020. 1.02 3.0 .3' 
1020. .91 2.5 14.7 
1020. .78 2.5 2.0 
1020. .71 2.5 10.7 
1020. .61 2.5 . 1 
1020. .56 2.5 4.7 
1020. .51 2.0 • 2 
1020. .46 2.0 5.7 

100.0 Total 

•• l.\l 
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Increase The Speed of Tha Mill. 

That the raising of rolling  speed is directly related to H 

riae in production ia a  naturai consideration and can be 
coMidered a part of accomplishing expansion of a tandem 
cold mill.     The  riae in production resulting from the  ralsina 
of rolling «peed ia approximately a«  shown in figure   14 . 

For each coil weight there,im a  speed limit beyond which 
production will not riae materially.     On the other hand, 
considering production expansion from the economic stand- 
point,   it ia not possible to freely .elect initial and final 
i!1?,   !* «      A0»«"1»  a« the initial power selected is one 
half the final power,   the rolling speed is also one half. 
It ia posatele to keep initial coat at 75% of the capital coat 
of 5-atand tandem cold mill operating at full speed. 
Tn« reorganUation time required ia two weeka. 

Whan using hall power initially,   by analy.ing production mix, 
it ia possible to operate at final speed and to produce full 

favini Jimiíed PrtdUCt fr0m thft b**iani»I.    *> other word., by eliminating from th. outset thick and wide material that 

r2uill Í!ue **"•*••* P"**»* those product* that only 
raqtti*. half power this method can be adopted., 

C. (natali Xoll Quick Change Devi cea. 

I* the conventional 5-atand tandem cold mill the frequency 

B Ä
C^°fwthe,WOrk/0lU i- «•«•'•«* 300-400 seta/month. 

mlLE ! Wé iOT roU chanflni*  approximately   30 
minuit, are required to change one .et of roil.,   therefore, 
requiring approximately 150*200 hour, per month.     If the 
quick change equipment i. used it ia possible to accompli.», 
the change in 5 minute.,   resulting in a monthly actual 
roiling time increase of 125-167 h-tur. 

I^t7w 7fl lli2rtt,rly °Peratia* tim« i-'s.OOO hour, approx- 
imately 30-40% Increaa« in production can be expected. 

J*.. 2*   ^tlT i0" °f quick cha»ii»g equipment,   in the 
¡a? J.1*       * ?>  UndWn  COW mül'   U »PP*<**"»t.iy 5% of 
S \!îw  c»^**1 inv.ntm.nt.   therefore,   if future installation 

at 11 .ddi^T      VlCLS U con»id«"d *» *• Sitial planning. 
îflJlVl C0,t * 0aly S* *• the initi*1 investment a 
30-40% increa.e in production can be expected.     The change 
can be made in one week. 
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D. Raise Weight oí Coil 

As  stated in item  ß,   increasing the weight oí coil» 
handled,  which result» in an increase in rolling time 
over  preparation time,  bring« about an increase in 
production.     Figure   15     lUuatratea an example. 
Actually since it requires not only changes in entry and 
delivery faciiitie» but also changes in cleaning and 
annealing facilities, it does not have much merit as a 
method of expansion. 

Convert to Fully Continu ou» Mill, 

Raising production by incr lasing the weight of the coil and 
raising the mill speed has been referred to under the 
discussion oí the tandem cold mill.     Excluding the prediction 
of tin-plate,   it is general that the one lot order is small 
and the average coil weight ia 20 tons or leas.    From the 
practical standpoint it is difficult to raise the weight of the 
coil to 40-50 tona.     Therefora in a tandem cold mill having 
variety in its production mix production does not rise. 
If at the entry side of the mill successive colls can be welded 
together and if it is possible to change the rolling schedule 
without stopping mill operations, then no-stop cold rolling is 
possible.    These considerations have led   to the invention of 
the fully continuous tandem cold mill. 

The no-stop changing of rolling schedule,  that is flying 
Chang« of mill netting,  has boon made possible by the 
progress mad« in rolling theory,  actual mill tests, and the 
application of the computer.    In othor words, flying mill act 
is now possible even if there is a difference in entry gauge, 
finiahing gauge,   or difference in strip width. 

This method has the following advantages! 

U     Reduction in roll damage owing to elimination of 
threading and tail-out operations. 

2. Reduction in off-gauge material due to elimination of 
threading operations. 

3. Increase in production due to continuous operation. 

4. Reduction in personnel, 

5. Reduction in production cost. 
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Generally   speaking,   if a   mnventionai tandem  cold  mill 
is  constructed initially and converted  to a fully  continuous 
mill, the additional  cost will be ¿bout 30% of the  initial 
cost.      From  the   Rtandpoinl of  rise   in production  and 
reduction in operating  coat» this  increase  in capital  in- 
vestment in worthwhile. 

CONCLUSION. 

It it very rare that at the outaet of operation a «trip mill 
plant achieve» maximum production due to the following factor»: 

L      Development of markets, 

2. Troubles and adjustments of mill facilities that arise 
durly initial operation, 

3. Limitation in demand for the initial products. 

This leads to consideration of incremental expansion which permits 
expansion ol the plant aa the need arises as the most appropriate 
capital investment me mod.     Heedless to say,   as a basis for this 
type of planning it is imperative that   the layout planning,   from the 
beginning,  be baaed on the most efficient production of the final 
required production level. 

This papar has discussed incremental expansion of the 
plant from the standpoint of production,   however,  needless to say, 
similar thinking must be applied to the control system,   such a»: 
automatic coil handling system,   automatic temperature control 
system and computer control systems. 

It U hoped that this paper will be of assistance in the 
affective planning and design of an incremental expansion plan, 






